Detailed response to Kevin Murphy
by Simon Pirani
These notes accompany my article, “Socialism in the 21st Century and the Russian Revolution”, in
International Socialism journal. The article responds to Kevin Murphy’s negative review of my book The
Russian Revolution in Retreat. These notes provide extra detail on some historical controversies, and some
misrepresentations and factual errors in the review.

published Soviet statistics showing that, at the end of
1921, there were 73,194 prisoners in justice ministry
institutions.3 In addition to this, there were prisoners held
by the security police (Cheka, later renamed GPU and
then OGPU): according to published Soviet statistics,
they numbered 60,457 in September 1921 and 40,913 in
December 1921.4 So for late 1921, that’s a total of more
than 133,000, falling to 111,000. In 1922, overall
numbers rose, and Jakobson estimates that the total may
have “exceeded an all-time record of 200,000” in early
1922.5 The justice ministry’s prisoner population was
officially reported as 87,800 in 1923 and 148,000 in
1925; to these totals must be added an unknown number
in GPU/OGPU detention.6 As Kevin states correctly,
Memorial, the NGO, published a figure of 200,000 prison
population for mid 1927.7

Arrests and imprisonment
One of Kevin’s key arguments is that “systematic
repression” and other “society-wide negative attributes
that are ascribed to the early Soviet regime” by me “were
in fact products of the later Stalinist system”. He writes:
“The entire Soviet prison population only exceeded
100,000 in 1925 with no more than a few thousand
political prisoners – as opposed to hundreds of thousands
a few years later under Stalin.” He used the same figure
of 100,000 prisoners in 1925 in an article published in
2007. He puts the same argument, that repression was
comparatively benign until 1927, in his book, Revolution
and Counter-revolution: Class Struggle in a Moscow
Metal Factory, where he writes: “Mass arrests of
dissidents, particularly Trotskyists, began only in the
second half of 1927 – after the demise of widespread
strike activity. Indeed, during mid-NEP the Soviet Union
incarcerated very few of its citizens.”1 This is not a
competition over prison numbers between socialists and
the tyrannical butchers of high Stalinism. But if we are
going to mention numbers, let’s use the best ones
available. Here I take Kevin’s claims in turn: (i) that the
entire Soviet prison population exceeded 100,000 only in
1925; (ii) that there were “no more than a few thousand
political prisoners” in the mid 1920s and (iii) that “mass
arrests of dissidents [...] began only in the second half of
1927”.

The information on this subject is unclear because (a)
from 1919, there were three institutions of the “workers’
state” that ran prisons and detention camps (the Cheka,
internal affairs ministry and justice ministry), and a
unified prison system established only after a series of
inter-institutional quarrels; (b) statistics of all kinds were
sketchy during the civil war and did not improve rapidly
afterwards; and (c) most historians specialising on
punishment systems focus on the 1930s-1950s.
Historians in this field urge caution. As Arch Getty and
Oleg Naumov, who researched the purges, wrote:
“Accurate overall estimates of numbers of victims are
difficult to make because of the fragmentary and
dispersed nature of record keeping. [...] No single agency
kept a master list reflecting the totality of repression, and
great care is necessary to untangle the disparate events

(i) Total prison population. While the prison population
in the mid 1920s was clearly many times lower than in
the 1930s, Kevin’s claim that it only exceeded 100,000 in
1925 seems unlikely to be correct. His source is Vadim
Rogovin, the political historian, who wrote, without
reference to sources: “In the mid 1920s the quantity of
people detained in soviet prisons and camps did not
exceed 100-150,000. Of this number only a few hundred
were convicted on political charges.”2 Rogovin did not
claim to know the prison population in 1925, and made
no special study of Russia’s treacherously tricky prison
statistics. Someone who did, Michael Jakobson, cited
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and actors in the penal process.”8 Has Kevin exercised
“great care”? If so, hopefully he can clarify where he
learned that the prison population – officially recorded in
1921 at 111,000-133,000, credibly estimated for 1922 at
200,000 or more, and in January 1925 comprising
148,000 (justice ministry) plus an unknown number
(Cheka) – “only exceeded 100,000” in 1925. What
estimates is Kevin using for 1917-24?

were detained by the Cheka, of which 1101 faced charges
of “counter-revolutionary” crimes and 800 or more were
shot. Rabinowitch summarised the terror’s aim as “to
eliminate subversive political opposition”, although “its
effect was limited”.11 We also know that the Cheka
claimed to have executed 12,733 people in 1918-20.12
This number excludes those killed in combat, i.e.
includes only detainees executed. But it probably does
not tell the whole story, (a) because the central Cheka
had great difficulty collecting accurate information from
its local organisations,13 and (b) because there are plenty
of accounts of executions carried out by Cheka officers in
an improvised, semi-legal fashion, that were unlikely to
have been systematically counted. How many of these
victims might we consider to be dissidents? I don’t think
we have any idea. Nor do we have any indication of how
many arrests the Cheka made, in order to land this
number of execution victims. But the brutality of the civil
war on all sides was so ubiquitous and so chaotic, the
subsequent accounts so patchy and partisan, and the
reports of Cheka round-ups so hard to check, that it
would be meaningless to state without qualification that
there were no “mass arrests of dissidents”. Moving on to
the NEP years, 1921-27, the statistics published by Getty
and Naumov show that the number of arrests recorded
were: 200,271 in 1921; 119,329 in 1922; 104,520 in
1923; 92,849 in 1924; 72,658 in 1925; 62,817 in 1926;
and 76,983 in 1927 – a total of 729,427. As Getty and
Naumov pointed out, the conviction rate in the 1920s was
far lower than in the 1930s. Thus in 1921-27, 610,541 of
these 729,427 arrested were acquitted, while 118,886
were convicted, as noted above. Of the 729,427 arrests,
we know that 385,161 (52%) were for “counterrevolutionary crimes”, i.e. dissident by the Cheka’s
definition. What are “mass” arrests? Certainly, 385,161 is
a fair number. My guess, from reading security police
reports for Moscow for 1922-23, is that people were
routinely arrested when the agents knew there was no
basis for a conviction, as a means of intimidation. Do
such arrests not count as “mass arrests of dissidents”?
These numbers for the 1920s are of course not nearly as
high as in the 1930s. However, while the rate of mass
arrests of dissidents certainly rose dramatically from
1929, it is incorrect to say, without qualification, that it
only began in late 1927.

(ii) Political prisoners. How can Kevin confidently
repeat that the Soviet government had “no more than a
few thousand political prisoners” in 1925? And how is
Kevin defining “politicals” as opposed to criminal
prisoners? That’s an issue that has always caused
headaches for specialist researchers. Arch Getty and his
colleagues, in a 1993 article based on new information
from previously-closed archives, citing statistics
compiled by the Cheka/GPU,9 noted that, (a) in the
1920s, the proportion of “politicals” among those
arrested was above 50%, although not as high as in the
1930s, but (b) that in that period most of those arrested
were not convicted. Statistics published by Getty and
Oleg Naumov gave no breakdown of those convicted by
type of offence, only by type of punishment. These show
that the security policy recorded 118,886 convictions in
1921-27 (less than one-sixteenth of the convictions
recorded in 1931-37).10 I have so far found no
information about the proportion of those convicted who
were political prisoners. If it was one tenth of the total,
that’s more than 11,000; if it was one quarter, a little less
than 30,000. More than “a few thousand”. Furthermore,
if we are going to talk about convictions, let us not forget
that of those 118,886 convicted, 20,413 were shot, rather
than imprisoned – a far cry from 1917, when abolition of
the death penalty was a popular slogan – and we do not
know what proportion of these were convicted of
political crimes. What I do not understand is (a) how
Kevin can be so confident that there were only “a few
thousand” political prisoners in 1925, (b) why he does
not mention those who were shot, and (c) why he offers
this vague information as some sort of recommendation
of the government in office at the time.
(iii) Arrests. Kevin says that “mass arrests of dissidents”
only began in late 1927. Well, it all depends on how you
count, and who you consider to be a “dissident”. For the
civil war period, there is no reliable information about
the number of people arrested for political reasons in
Bolshevik-controlled areas, but it certainly ran into
thousands. For example Alexander Rabinowitch found
that in the “Red terror” of 1918 in Petrograd 6229 people
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between workers and the party subsided and the number
of arrests was certainly far lower. So clearly, the statistics
cited by Kevin covering 1925-27, three years of relative
industrial peace, can have almost no bearing on the issue
of the total arrests in the decade from late 1917.

The arrest of strikers
Kevin writes that “incidents of Soviet authorities
arresting striking workers were extremely rare” in the
1920s. But the only evidence he cites are GPU data on
the resolution of 691 strikes in 1925-27.14 Then he adds
that 5000+ workers were arrested in the USA for
supposedly plotting a general strike in 1920, and that this
is “more [...] than in the entire first ten years of the
revolution”. Three points in response:

(ii) During my research on Moscow in 1920-24, I found
that the number of arrests of striking workers was small,
but also focused and demonstrative. It seems to have
been almost standard practice (a) to arrest activists who
attempted to spread strikes from one workplace to
another – such as the spokesman for tramworkers who
struck in 1920 and activists among Bromlei workers who
struck in March 1921,18 and (b) to arrest members of
non-Bolshevik parties involved in strikes. I also learned
of arrests of activists who introduced any political
element into industrial disputes. Furthermore, whatever
Kevin or I believe, workers in Moscow in the 1920s
believed that striking could result in the arrest of
activists. Thus workers raised demands for the release of
activists or immunity from arrest for strike leaders.19

(i) How does Kevin know the total numbers of workers
arrested for striking in the first ten years of Soviet
power? How many was it? How does he know it is less
than 5000? As far as I know the records are far too
confused for any accurate total to be compiled. Let’s start
with the civil war period, 1917-1921. Research on
Moscow and Petrograd shows that the security police
sent to deal with strikes were indeed circumspect: they
tended to arrest activists in single figures, or at most in
dozens (while factory managements sacked entire
workforces). But research on areas outside Russia’s twin
capitals shows that arrests were used as a blunter
instrument. Jonathan Aves found that a strike in
Ekaterinoslavl in June 1921, called in protest at lack of
food, spread from the railway workshops to the factories
and ended with the arrest of 200 workers. Of these 15
were shot and their bodies dumped in the river Dnipr and
another 20 summarily tried the next day.15 Donald
Raleigh found that in Saratov in January 1921, the Cheka
responded to an engineering workers’ strike by taking
300 workers hostage, and in March 1921 when a general
strike erupted in the town more than 200 “ringleaders”
were arrested. In March-April 1921 the Saratov Cheka
sentenced 281 people to death in connection with its
repression of the workers’ movement; how many of these
sentences were carried out and how many of the victims
were workers is unknown.16 It should further be noted
that, in the industries and areas where labour was
militarised in 1918-20, strikes were regarded as “labour
desertion”. I have found no comprehensive statistics on
the numbers punished for that offence, but there is
certainly a case for including them.17 Once NEP was
introduced and workers’ living standards began to
improve, the character of strikes changed, tension

(iii) While the numbers arrested were, certainly in
Moscow, small, the security police found that arrests
were an effective method of intimidating workers and
discouraging strikes. What matters for socialists is surely
not only the numbers arrested, but the effect of the arrests
on the workers’ movement. We commemorate the
Tolpuddle martyrs because their deportation to Australia
was a turning point for the English workers’ movement;
we don’t go round saying “there were only six of them”.
Kevin denounces me for attributing importance to the
targeted arrest of activists in early Soviet Russia. What,
then, does he think its effect was? And does he have any
evidence that larger-scale arrests of strikers, such as those
mentioned by Aves and Raleigh, were limited to
Ekaterinoslav and Saratov? Does he have any evidence to
support his assertion that the total number of strikers
arrested in 1917-27 was under 5000?

The women’s movement
Kevin argues that, during NEP, the state “instituted
policies to defend workers and promote their selforganisation in factory committees, trade unions and the
700,000-strong proletarian women’s movement”. I
discussed the unions and factory committees in my ISJ
article, and argued that the women’s movement was
subject to two constraints: it had to be under Bolshevik
party leadership, and it excluded women who were
driven out of the labour force. So while in the early years
of the revolution the Bolshevik government implemented
family legislation (on marriage, divorce, abortion,
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illegitimacy, equality, etc) that was unprecedentedly
progressive, and promoted measures to support women in
the workforce (day-care centres, paid maternity leave,
etc), it constrained women’s self-organisation as
stubbornly as it opposed other types of workers’ selforganisation.

employed-worker-only womens’ movement as proof that
the party and state “promote[d] [workers’] selforganisation”. I don’t. My emphasis is on the way that
the Bolsheviks’ ideological blind spots led them time and
again to weaken workers’ struggles, of which their
opposition to independent women’s organisation, and
equivocal attitude to the Zhenotdel, was an example.

Historians of the women’s movement in early Soviet
Russia have described the constraints it faced in detail.
Carol Hayden found that, in the first few years after
1917, women “had no independent organisations with
any real power” and that the Bolshevik party worked to
channel all women’s organisation into its own women’s
department, the Zhenotdel. From her detailed study of the
Zhenotdel’s efforts to organise women and improve their
conditions she concluded that “the party and government
were little interested, indifferent and often openly hostile
to the efforts of the Zhenotdel”. She argued that male
Bolshevik leaders, and not only rank-and-filers, were
often contemptuous of the Zhenotdel. (She quotes the
telling example of the Zhenotdel’s complaint, in 1922,
that when the party’s organisational bureau met, the
heads of all party departments except the Zhenotdel
attended the meeting, but the Zhenotdel director had to
wait in the hall to be called in when an issue concerning
women arose.) Wendy Goldman, another expert
researcher of Soviet women’s struggles, concluded that,
while the party officially supported the existence of the
Zhenotdel, it “vacillated on the issue of creating separate
organisations for women, especially in factories” –
although, whereas Hayden wrote that the Zhenotdel had
by 1924 become no more than an instrument of party
policy, Goldman describes the tension between the
Zhenotdel and the party persisting into the 1930s.20

Kevin refers to “the omission of the proletarian women’s
movement” from my book. This is a falsehood. I refer
readers to my accounts of strikes in factories with
overwhelmingly female workforces, such as those at
Goznak (pp. 78-80) and Trekhgornaia (pp. 202-203), my
discussions of political attitudes towards women in the
Red army (p. 52), women driven out of the factories (pp.
161-162), etc.

The campaign against the church
I wrote that the 1922 campaign to confiscate church
valuables “shifted the emphasis of Bolshevik antireligious work from propaganda to offensive
campaigning action, coordinated by party and state
bodies and backed by state repression”. Kevin says this is
a “dubious” claim. Why?
My description of the campaign was based on copious
detail about its conduct in the Moscow region. In some
rural areas it was actually considerably more violent, and
in one notorious incident, at Shuia, led to six or more
deaths. Churches were surrounded by crowds, supported
by the security police, who threatened to take the
valuables by force if they were not handed over. If this is
not “campaigning action [...] backed by state repression”,
what is it? What is “dubious”?

Faced with the economic difficulties of early NEP, the
Zhenotdel found itself hamstrung when it came to
organising women. As male workers returned from the
war and civil war, women were driven out of the
workforce. The Bolsheviks were split on what to do
about this, but those who were against organising among
unemployed women had the upper hand. As I noted in
The Russian Revolution in Retreat, women communists
who wanted to organise among unemployed women
workers were roundly denounced by senior women party
members.21 This is to my mind a clear expression of the
price paid by Russian women for the Bolsheviks’
ideological prejudices: since the working class was
defined narrowly as those performing manual labour in
factories, the idea of organising women outside the
workplace was smothered.

Kevin’s claim that the confiscation campaign was an
“episodic departure from tolerant Bolshevik religious
policy” needs to be qualified. Certainly, the Bolshevik
party was alarmed at the hostility it aroused with the
campaign, this influenced the discussion of religion at
the 12th and 13th party congresses, and in 1923-24
emphasis shifted to publishing atheistic propaganda. But
the party itself was divided on the issue, with some
militant atheists determined to go further than Emilian
Yaroslavskii and other leaders believed was appropriate.
At the end of 1924, this led to an incident at the Putilov
works in Leningrad, Russia’s biggest factory, where the
decision by a mass meeting to close down the local
church led to street confrontations with believers. These
tensions continued throughout NEP.22

To sum up: Kevin sees the Bolsheviks’ inconsistent and
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discussion, and sought no support from them. The party
press published discussion only of the party’s “crisis”,
without referring directly to the issues under dispute. Our
factory worker would not have been able to get
documents from his Bolshevik friends, because they
would not have had any themselves: the central
committee decided not to publish the opposition’s main
documents, the “platform of the 46” and Trotsky’s letter
to the politburo. So worker party members had to rely on
speeches at meetings to understand the opposition’s
position. So, although the level of working-class party
membership in 1923 was higher than in 1919-21, the
1923 opposition sought no support from non-party
workers and does not seem to have received any. In
1921, by contrast, the positions of the oppositions were
published in the party press, freely available to politically
active non-party members, and – judging from minutes of
mass meetings – comparatively widely discussed.

The Trotskyist opposition
Kevin writes: “Pirani even repeats the canard that the
1923 Trotskyist opposition ‘had little connection with the
worker support base as did previous dissidents’.”
Leaving aside his careless misquotation (I wrote “of”, not
“as did”), let us look at the worker support base of the
1923 opposition, and compare it with that of the
oppositions of 1919-21.
In Moscow, the level of support for the opposition among
party members was higher than elsewhere, partly because
the amount of information available to them was greater.
But even in Moscow, the opposition never quite achieved
a majority. In my book I concluded: “All the statistical
material now available suggests that the opposition had
the support of 40-50% of the Moscow membership,
reduced by gerrymandering to 18% at the regional [party]
conference [in January 1924].”23 The figure Kevin
mentions, from the Rogozhsko-Simonovskii district, does
not alter this conclusion. The national picture was less
favourable to the opposition.24 So among working-class
party members, it seems very unlikely that the 1923
opposition ever achieved a majority; it certainly never
claimed to have done so. It is difficult to make a
comparison with the oppositions of 1919-21, because of
differing circumstances. But unlike the 1923 opposition
they succeeded in winning an outright majority at a
national party conference (December 1919), coming
close to doing so a second time (August 1920) and
bringing the Moscow organisation to the point of a 50-50
split (November 1920).

Clearly, the 1923 opposition had little connection with
the worker support base of the groups of 1919-21. Where
is the “canard”?

The Moscow soviet
Kevin writes that “Pirani offers all of one paragraph as
proof” of the decline of the Moscow soviet into a
“lifeless institution” and the apathy that resulted among
workers asked to vote in soviet elections. In fact there are
20 paragraphs on the key events on the soviet in 1921 in
chapter 4 (pp. 96-107), the one paragraph he refers to in
chapter 6 (pp. 155), and two paragraphs in chapter 8 (pp.
207-208), as well as many other mentions of the soviet’s
activity and what workers thought of it. Why has he
ignored 22 of these 23 paragraphs?

The leadership of the Workers Opposition, probably the
largest opposition group of 1919-21, was dominated by
trade union officials, who naturally had easy access to
worker audiences. The leaders of the 1923 opposition
were mainly government, military and industrial
officials, with only a tiny number of trade union officials:
indeed the CC majority used the predominance of
industrial officials among opposition leaders as a reason
to slander the opposition in front of workers.

Mistakes, misrepresentations ...
and worse
Kevin misrepresents my arguments by quoting them out
of context in three instances (see Note below), in two
other places carelessly misquotes me,25 and offers the
false, unsubstantiated criticisms of my research of the
women’s movement and the Moscow soviet mentioned
above. His review includes a serious factual error that I
mention in the article in ISJ – his claim that Workers
Truth was anti-soviet – and an unsatisfactory lack of
detail in the presentation of controversial assertions about
repression. He even spelled wrongly the name of the
Bolshevik leader Nikolai Preobrazhenskii.26 I mention
these failures only because he suggests repeatedly that
my book was poorly researched: my study of factory
committees was “scanty”; “workers’ voices are

However the really significant way in which the support
base of the 1923 opposition differed from that of the
earlier oppositions was its relationship to workers outside
the party. In 1923, a non-party worker in a Moscow
factory interested in internal party disputes would have
had to rely almost entirely on gossip from friends in the
party or, if he was lucky, accounts of the dispute in the
illegal Menshevik press. The leaders of both the
opposition and the CC majority were in principle
opposed to non-party workers participating in the
23
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inexplicably limited”; there was no “systematic
research”; I provide only “thin anecdotal evidence”. I’m
tempted to reply, “physician, heal thyself”.

Such mud-slinging should have no place in any serious
discussion.
NOTE: Quoting out of context – an old trick
On the important issue of Bolshevik ideology, Kevin lifts a
quotation out of context in order to misrepresent my argument. He
tells readers that I argue that “[t]he main driving force for the retreat
[of the revolution] was ‘Bolshevik ideology’.” Wrong. I wrote that
“while some aspects of Bolshevik ideology played a crucial part in
weakening and undermining the revolution, that ideology itself was
powerfully impacted by social changes over which it had little control,
and to whose operation it often blinded itself.” This is a completely
different argument from the one he puts into my mouth.
Kevin again presents quotations out of context in order to prove
that I engage in “strident anti-Bolshevik hyperbole”. With reference to
Bolshevik repression of its working-class opponents, he takes things I
said about specific events and circumstances and presents them as
“strident anti-Bolshevik hyperbole” applying to the whole NEP
period. He writes: “Pirani contends that ‘attempts to articulate
opposition thinking, whether inside or outside the party, met with
repression’ and ‘political opposition automatically invited GPU
[secret police] repression’. [...] here Pirani has no sense of
proportion.” Had I made these statements in a blanket fashion about
1920-24 as a whole, I could stand accused of oversimplifying a
complex and fast-moving situation. But I did not. Here are the two
statements, in context:
1. With specific reference to the communists who joined the
party during the civil war, to whose political development I devoted
most of a chapter, I wrote: “A significant minority of the civil war
communists found themselves alienated from the party, often because
they believed that it was deserting the working class and that the
struggle against bureaucratism was being lost. Their attempts to
articulate opposition thinking, whether inside or outside the party,
met with repression. Others, who in 1920 had built up exaggerated
hopes of rapid change, became disillusioned” (p. 115). Kevin
presumably has no evidence to suggest that this statement about the
civil war communists is wrong, and decided instead to misrepresent
my meaning.
2. With specific reference to the events of early 1923
surrounding the victimisation by the Moscow party and Cheka of
members of the Workers Group, I wrote: “In May, the group’s leaders
in Moscow, former members of the 1920 Bauman opposition, were
expelled from the party and the metalworkers’ union. Factory mass
meetings and party organizations made protests, exceptional acts of
defiance at a time when political opposition automatically invited
GPU repression” (p. 195). The party leadership, and consequently the
GPU leadership too, were unduly nervous about political opposition at
this stage, and in the same paragraph I pointed out: “Party leaders’
fears that the industrial discontent of the summer would develop into
political struggle, and provide a support base for the dissidents, were
misplaced.” Kevin ignored all these dynamics, looked for proof of his
assertion about my “anti-Bolshevik hyperbole”, and lifted the
italicised words out of context and presented them as though they
comprised a general statement about the whole period.
It is not as though I kept my views on the role of repression
under early NEP to myself. I wrote in the conclusions to my book (in
a passage I already quoted in my article in ISJ): “The Bolsheviks’
vanguardism and statism made them blind to the creative potential of
democratic workers’ organizations, intolerant of other working class
political forces and ruthless in silencing dissent. But they did not
expropriate political power from the working class simply by
repression. Central to their political strategy in the early NEP period
was the deal that they struck with the majority of workers, who
believed that the best that could be hoped for in the medium term was
an improvement in living standards and relative stability under
Bolshevik rule.”29

Kevin provides no evidence for his accusations about the
quality of my research, except this: “Although it is
claimed that the study uses ‘factory-based organisations’,
including records from factory committees, the book
includes only a few citations, most from the AMO
factory in 1921. Not a single factory committee
collection is referenced systematically”. What on earth is
he talking about? As well as reading the minutes of
Moscow-level party and trade union organisations, and
security police reports, I focused specifically on nine
workplaces, and read all the available records of their
factory committee meetings and mass meetings in 192024. These records are, especially for 1920-21, extremely
patchy. So I also read the minutes of factory-based party
cells, cell committees and other party organisations
where available. These were generally more extensive. In
my book I referred to factory committee records when
discussing, e.g. the unrest at Goznak, changing
relationships at the Bogatyr and Kauchuk chemical
factories, and worker attitudes to the 1923 gold loan27 –
but referred far more frequently to the fuller minutes of
factory-based party cells. Had I been writing a history of
factory committees or of industrial relations, my heavier
reliance on cell records than on the less detailed factory
committee records might have been worthy of note – but
I was not. I was writing a history of party-worker
relations not only in the workplaces but in the soviets and
in the streets, using a much wider source base. Despite
this, I did collect more material on industrial relations in
Moscow in the relevant period than has ever been
published in English: this is presented in an appendix to
the PhD thesis on which the book is based.28
Kevin is hard to please. He not only falsely complains
that I read too little, but also that I read too much, i.e. that
my text is “muddied with references to obscure academic
works that most readers have never read”. I always
thought historians were supposed to read “obscure” stuff
not widely available, and present and interpret their
findings. But what do I know?!
Finally, Kevin’s falsehoods about the quality of my
research are crowned by a tirade designed to imply that,
by writing what I believe, I have somehow abandoned
the cause: I have gone for “ideological conformity”,
“pandered” to liberals and “mirrored” their “typical
liberal arguments and methodology”; my book is “framed
in terms that are palatable to anti-communist academics”.
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Pirani, The Russian Revolution in Retreat, p. 79 (Goznak); pp. 181183 (Bogatyr and Kauchuk); pp. 206-207 (gold loan)
28
Simon Pirani, The Changing Political Relationship Between
Moscow Workers and The Bolsheviks, 1920-24 (PhD dissertation,
University of Essex, 2006), pp. 311-339
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